New Zealand Inspection Vessels for WCPFC Boarding and Inspection Activities

**ANZAC Class Frigate**

Name: **HMNZS Te Kaha**
Length: 118 metres
Side number: F77
International radio call sign: ZMBE
Communications: VHF and HF

Name: **HMNZS Te Mana**
Length: 118 metres
Side number: F111
International radio call sign: ZMSI
Communications: VHF and HF

**LHM (Multirole vessel)**

Name: **HMNZS Canterbury**
Length: 130 metres
Side number: L421
International radio call sign: ZMCR
Communications: VHF and HF
Replenishment Tanker

Name: HMNZS Endeavour
Length: 138 metres
Side number: A11
International radio call sign: ZMRZ
Communications: VHF and HF

Survey Ship

Name: HMNZS Resolution
Length: 68 metres
Side number: A14
International radio call sign: ZMRS
Communications: VHF and HF

Dive Tender

Name: HMNZS Manawanui
Length: 43 metres
Side number: A09
International radio call sign: ZMLR
Communications: VHF and HF
**Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV)**

Name: **HMXNZS Otago**

Length: 85 metres

Side number: P148

International radio call sign: ZMKF

Communications: VHF and HF

Name: **HMXNZS Wellington**

Length: 85 metres

Side number: P55

International radio call sign: ZMFS

Communications: VHF and HF

**Inshore Patrol Vessel (IPV)**

Name: **HMXNZS Pukaki**

Length: 55 metres

Side number: P3568

International radio call sign: ZMZL

Communications: VHF and HF

Name: **HMXNZS Rotoiti**

Length: 55 metres

Side number: P3569

International radio call sign: ZMZM

Communications: VHF and HF
Name: **HMNZS Taupo**
Length: 55 metres
Side number: P3570
International radio call sign: ZMZN
Communications: VHF and HF

Name: **HMNZS Hawea**
Length: 55 metres
Side number: P3571
International radio call sign: ZMZO
Communications: VHF and HF